Healing Pretty
A complete guide to help women prepare for
and get through any type of cancer treatment
with comfort, confidence and dignity.

300+ Tips and Resources

Endorsed by medical professionals, HEALING
PRETTY tells you what to expect every step of
the way. Learn about fertility preservation, hair
loss, post-surgical healing bras, radiation burns,
surgery reconstruction options, makeup tips,
comfort and fashion accessories, and more...
Plus practical advice from cancer survivors.

Soothing, Calming, Inspirational
Its pages are filled with vibrant colors and
original artwork, infused with quotes from
celebrity cancer survivors.

Keep It With You

6 x 9 inch soft cover has been designed to
conveniently fit into a purse or tote bag.

International Appeal

Healing Pretty has helped women across
Canada and the United States, and in countries
around the world.

“Healing Pretty is fantastic. This will benefit so many women and give such
a positive and invigorating message of the importance of ‘self’ and ‘well-being’. I actually felt uplifted as I reviewed the book and imagined how women would gain or regain a personal strength in their battle against cancer
and the effects of treatment and, ultimately, towards improved physical
health and psycho-emotional well-being. Every part of this book from concept, to layout, to content and references is stellar. The photos of the women
that have endured treatment and succeeded present an image of hope and
well- being that you just cannot overlook.” Dr. Kenneth Schneider, M.D,
F.R.C.P (C), Windsor Regional Hospital, Windsor Canada
“Healing Pretty was the best gift I received during my treatment. I was
terrified of what I found on the internet. This book kept it simple and to the
point without all the medical terms and confusing lingo. It was light reading
while waiting for appointments; it gave me all the tools I needed to help
me through my treatment process.” Rachel Spadotto, Cancer Warrior,
Windsor, Canada
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